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Instructor Jason Pilarski    
jason@machinehistories.com
website www.digitalprocess.wordpress.com
Spring 2012
thurs 12:00PM - 5:00PM ELL-138

Learning Outcomes
Digital Process 4 explores the bene�ts of using parametric modeling tools to create their designs. Students will learn to materialize the form and shape of their design with both precise 
and experimental control provided through the use of a wide variety of 3d-modeling software. The class will demonstrate how procedural modeling can quickly drive the making of a 
design using tools including laser cutting, cnc machining, and 3dprinting. Emphasis will be placed on gaining a fuller understanding of how to model for real world output. The class will 
go over both design tools and fabrication methods to execute a given project at a variety of di�erent scales discussing costs and outcomes - with issues such as weight, price estimation, 
nesting, shipping, and assembly.
The students will master the usage of Rhino as a means to de�ne and articulate their designs. The students will learn how to involve the computer as an aid in the design process.
The students will learn how the digital model can drive all means of physical output such as laser cutters, cnc machines, and 3d printers. The students will learn to use the program and 
online material as an aid to expand on their knowledge base. The students will learn how these tools are currently being used by designers and why. 

All students are required to set up a personal blog at either www.grasshopper3d.com or www.rhinofablab.com - this page is to be maintained weekly with your current work. All of my 
grading will be based on the representation of your work on these sites. Any undocumented projects will not be graded. You are also wlecome to use the class �ickr site and turn o� 
public viewing if so prefered. 

Project 1:
dealing with the contrast between freeform surfaces and faceted meshes we will design a space utilizing 
these two formal strategies - this is a three week assignment focusing on the use of Lamina Design for developable forms 
and Pepakura for faceted shapes on the interior.  A facade for the space will be developed in week 3 using Paneling Tools. 

Week 1
constructing developable surfaces
Rhino, Lamina, Grasshopper
Objectives:
understanding basic de�nition of nurbs surfaces - degree, spans, breps
constructing surfaces models geared to �at pattern to form construction methods
using lofts with history in GHa
assignment: construct design element using lamina for form processing and in preparation
for laser cut model

Week 2
unfolding planar meshes
Rhino, Grasshopper, Pepakura
Objectives:
understanding the de�nition of a mesh
learning how to edit mesh topology
methods for constructing mesh models 
relationship to origami and paper folding - rhinogami
assignment: construct design element using Pepakura for form processing in preparationfor laser cut model

 
Week 3
Paper foliding Patterns in Paneling Tools
Rhino, Paneling Tools
Objectives:
exploring foldpatterns 
understanding surface parameterization
create variable patterns
assignment: construct a model of patterned facade study based on REV/ENG foldpattern studies
 
Project 2:
dealing with a top up work�ow we will construct a form based on replicating a single component and we will examine our 
design at full scale to come up with a very precise bid on full scale production costs

Week 4
From Single rib to form - the basics of emergent design
Rhino, Grasshopper
Objectives:
Understanding the grasshopper interface
Understanding data trees and transformation methods for data strings
Incorporating an indexing scheme for ease of assembly
using rhino nest for optimized part production
assignment: reconstruct your design based on a single rib design and a single indexing component

Week 5
Developing a Cost Calculating toolset
Grasshopper
Objectives:
Using basic math functions
Organizing and developing an interface design for ease of use 
researching material data such as weight, size, etc. and incorporating your �ndings
assignment: based on your single rib design �nd the cost for it's full scale fabrication

Week 6
Mesh manipulation
Weaverbird, TopMod, Grasshopper, Equipotential, ShapeShop, MeshMixer
objectives:
based on topological manipulations, digital sculpting, and subdivision methods we will investigate 
the possibilities of a recursive approach to building complexity
Understanding loop, catmull clark, and mesh relaxation
assignment: integrate these concepts into a design exploration for a lighting application 

Project 3:
Using Grasshopper we will develop a system with which to create a parametric tower
to be output using 3-d printing technologies

Week 7 
ideas for the twisting tower
Grasshopper
objectives:
How to set up an organized grasshopper de�nition 
Setting up a spirograph - but what about the Z axis
Using N-U-V coordinate systems
assignment: develop a de�nition for your tower

Week 8
Critique of models
objectives:
To better understand how ideas materialize and translate once taken o� of the screen
Understanding how to repair and create a watertight model for 3dprinting
assignment: redevelop designs based on class feedback and prepare model for 3d printing

Project 4:
Using Image based patterns and surface development to create a design to be output using CNC technologies

Week 9
Images as data
objectives:
understanding the image mapper in Grasshopper
Understanding how points can be processed into surfaces
understanding the use and value of the cnc machine and it's di�erences from the 3d printer
assignment:
create a grasshopper de�nition using the image mapper 

Week 10
Driving a CNC - create a software solution which can directly convert your image sampler data into code for the CNC
objectives:
understanding the basics of NC technology
data formatting and G-Code
reducing complexity into a limited number of instruction based on the logic of a given machine
assignment:
output your code and run the �le on the cnc without an intermediary software  

Week 11
Desk Crits - come prepared with questions and ideas and we will work on just
how we can implement these concepts
objectives:
Using resources and just where to start looking
How to ask the right questions and where to �nd the answers
Becoming self reliant and discovering your own solutions within the software
assignment:
apply your �ndings to the design problems currently at hand

Week 12
Strip morphologies, wa�es, and meshkits
objectives:
Understanding how to reduce the complexity of compound surfaces 
Developing a fastening method for ease of construction
Seeing the ways in which engineering can become aestheticized 
Phyllotaxis and Geodesics will be applied as optimizational approaches
Understanding how to evaluate and develop a wa�e type construction method
Using Scan and Solve for structural analysis
Assignment:
using a surface model as a starting point we will reconstruct the singular form as a kit 
of parts - working in a small group take one of the approaches and develop a large 
scale installation

Week 13
desk crits
objectives:
resolve any issues for �nal presentation of your designs
assignment for �nal:
continue working in a with your group and develop a large scale installation

the grading is based on weekly assignments worth 50 points participation also being worth 25 points and your �nal project being worth 25 points
you will be graded out of 100 points possible - the grading scale is as follows:
90-100 A
80-89 B                                                                                                               You will be expected to put in 4-6 hours of homework per week
70-79 C
60-69 D
>69    F

Attendance and participation is mandatory with the attendance policy following art center guidelines. If you are unable to attend class I expect an email 
prior to class. Also, if you missed a class this doesn't excuse you from doing the assignment for the upcoming class.
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CLASS SITES

  

Required Texts
Parametric Architecture with Grasshopper Primer by Arturo Tedeschi


